The Brill Religion Collection from Credo Reference

Many of us are familiar with the Credo General Reference resource as it is widely available in libraries. The Brill Religion collection is one of Credo’s more specialist publisher collections that can be added to an existing subscription or bought as a stand alone subscription. The subscriptions are flexible as it possible to add one or more titles from the collection to an existing subscription as well as buying the whole collection outright or subscribing just to this collection. The Brill Religion Collection on Credo brings together scholarly content from 6 good quality reference titles.

- Dictionary of Gnosis and Western Esotericism. Ideal for undergraduate students of philosophy, theology, religious studies etc. It contains over 300 entries by 180 international specialists.
- Encyclopedia of Judaism. Ideal for undergraduate students of philosophy, theology, religious studies etc. This resource provides a full historical survey of Judaism from ancient Israelite days to the modern day
- Encyclopedia of the Quran. Ideal for students of Islamic studies or religious studies. It is an encyclopedic dictionary of quranic terms, concepts, personalities, place names, cultural history and also includes full length essays on some of the key themes in quranic studies.
- Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic World. Ideal for undergraduate students of theology, religious studies or history. This title in it’s printed form is a huge 5 volume work that is unique coverage of this topic.
- Encyclopedia of Women in the Islamic World. Ideal for undergraduate students of Women’s studies or gender studies or history. This work is a multidisciplinary study of women in Muslim societies and also Muslim women in Muslim minority societies.
- The Brill Dictionary of Religion. Useful for general public library reference collections as well for undergraduate students of philosophy, theology, religious studies and history. It describes the many roles of religion in both contemporary and historical societies.

The coverage of topics within each title is very detailed and includes many illustrations, charts etc. A very straightforward search facility is provided and results are provided in lists that are easy to scan through quickly. It is also possible to browse
people indexes and headings as well. There is also an option to save the results of your research or follow direct links to Worldcat, Google Scholar or the Directory of Open Access Journals to do further research.

With the extensive coverage on contemporary relevant topics such as women and Islam as well as on the fundamentals of Judaism, Gnosticism, and the Qur'an, this collection would be a useful addition to your Credo subscription. The content is written by well respected international academics and therefore provides authoritative content with the added advantage of being delivered via a tried and tested e-book platform. So if you have a customer base that includes university level students I would recommend giving this resource a trial.